Fidelis Companies
“Tommy was a vital part of our
most recent SAP Project. His
ability to provide superior
resources was critical to the
projects successful delivery.
Several of the resources Tommy
provided were elite and were
only made available by his
relentless efforts to identify
talent. It was a significant relief to
have Tommy taken on this effort
so that the project teams could
focus their energies elsewhere.”
Project Manager,
Oil & Gas Company

“In my dealings with John, I’ve
found him to be very
professional, fair, and personable,
promptly providing feedback to
me when any news on projects
came to light. That was very much
appreciated, because many
recruiters provide very limited
feedback, let alone checking in
with the consulting to see how
things are going. This is a rare
quality in this business and sets
John distinctly apart from others.
I wouldn’t hesitate to work with
John in the future and highly
recommend him.”
SAP Consultant

Fidelis Companies
2800 N. Dallas Pkwy. Ste. 250
Plano, TX 75093
Phone: 972.392.9230
Fax: 972.392.9255

Fidelis Companies is a certified Woman Owned Business based in Plano, Texas.

We provide consulting expertise in the following areas: planning & assessment,
implementations, upgrades, go-live support, process redesign, project management,
optimization and integration and general maintenance/support.
We are well networked in the SAP marketplace and talk to C-level executives, IT Managers
and hands-on functional and technical specialists every day. As a result, we keep up with
trends, common concerns, and new insights that affect you and your bottom line. We allow
you to hire "best of breed" for your particular needs; our consultants are proven and vetted
resources with extensive project and industry experience.
We work with a virtual bench of independent SAP consultants. All of the consultants in our
network come from client or senior level consultant referrals, which means that our network
comprises mostly of 10+ year industry talent and experience.
We proactively recruit and network constantly, which allows us to be at the forefront of
trends in the market and be in touch with the best available talent for your needs.
Why the best consultants in the industry choose to work with Fidelis:
We pay market rate for talent
We professionally check references
We honor established payment terms
We represent cutting edge technology projects
We are a direct connection to the client - No middle man
We do not waste their time with projects that are not a match
We take the time to get to know them and understand what
is important to them

What to expect from Fidelis IT:

Multiple qualified independent SAP practice experts per
search who are:
 Specially screened to your needs
 Technically sound with relevant business process or
industry-specific experience
 Outstanding communicators with the ability to lead or
supplement existing teams
 Local consultants when available
 References provided upon request

